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A THEOREM OF MATSUSHIMA

HIROSHI UMEMURA*

In [7], Matsushima studied the vector bundles over a complex torus.
One of his main theorems is: A vector bundle over a complex torus
has a connection if and only if it is homogeneous (Theorem (2.3)). The
aim of this paper is to prove the characteristic p > 0 version of this
theorem. However in the characteristic p > 0 case, for any vector
bundle E over a scheme defined over a field k with char, k = p, the pull
back F*E of E by the Frobenius endomorphism F has a connection.
Hence we have to replace the connection by the stratification (cf. (2.1.1)).
Our theorem states: Let A be an abelian variety whose p-rank is equal
to the dimension of A. Then a vector bundle over A has a stratifica-
tion if and only if it is homogeneous (Theorem (2.5)).

The author wishes to express his thanks to T.Oda. The discussion
with him was indispensable.

§ 1. Preliminaries

(1.1) All schemes are of finite type over an algebraically closed field k,
unless the contrary is stated as in (1.4.1). Let char, k = p > 0. Let P,
X be schemes. Let π: P —> X be a morphism. Let G be a group scheme.
We denote by P(X, G, π) a principal G-bundle over X: G operates on P
from the right satisfying the following conditions:

( i ) The diagram

PχkG—>F

\ /
X

is commutative.
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124 HIROSHI UMEMURA

(ii) The morphism

G xkP >P XXP

(ff>P)i > dP'9,p)

is an isomorphism.

(iii) There exists an (fpqc) extension X/ -*X such that P' = P xxX'

is isomorphic to G χ f e X'.

(1.1.1) Let K be a group scheme. Let H be a subgroup scheme. Then

the quotient K~^> K/H exists (S.G.A.D. Expose VIA) and K(K/H,H,π)

is a principal iϊ-bundle.

We need some results of Grothendieck [4].

(1.2) THEOREM A. An (fpqc) (faithfully flat and quasi-compact) morphism

is a strict descent morphism for the category of affine schemes and for

the category of quasi-coherent sheaves.

In particular this means two important things:

(1.2.1) Let S\ S be schemes. Let a: S' -> S be an (fpqc) morphism. Let

X, Y be schemes affine over S. Let Xf (resp. Yf) be the pull-back of X

(resp. Y). Then to define a morphism X-+Y over S, it is sufficient to

define a morphism X/ -* Yf over S' commuting with the descent data.

(1.2.2) In the category of affine schemes (or in the category of quasi-

coherent sheaves) descent data descends through an (fpqc) morphism.

(1.3) Let P(X,G,π) be a principal G-bundle over X with group G. Let

Gf be a group scheme. Let <p:G-+G' be a morphism of group schemes.

LEMMA (1.3.1) Assume that G, Gf are affine over k. Then there

exists a unique principal Gf-bundle P'(X, G\ πf) such that there exists a

morphism f of P to Pr over X with f(xg) = f(x)φ(g\ xeP,geG.

Proof. Let Xr —• X be an (fpqc) morphism trivializing P. Let P*

denote the pull-back of P on Xr. The pull-back P * ^ f f χ J ; carries

naturally a descent data, so that it induces a descent data on G' x k X'.

We put P*r - Gf XkX'. Since P*r is affine over X', by (1.2.2), P* ; de-

scends and defines a principal G'-bundle over X. This shows the existence.

We shall show the uniqueness. Let P[ and P'2 be two principal G'-

bundles over X having the property described in the lemma. Let X' -*

X be an (fpqc) morphism trivializing P,PX and P2. We denote the pull-
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A THEOREM OF MATSUSHIMA 125

back by *. We have /* : P* ~ X' x G -> X' x G', i = 1,2.

(x, fir) — (x,f?{x, g))

p
/*

/ * ( B , <?) = /*((», 1)*) = /*(», 1)'('>, xeX',geG. If we put 4(a, <?') =
{x,f?(xΛ)f*(%Λ)~ι9') for fepΌeΓ X G', then the diagram above com-
mutes and gives an isomorphism between Pi* and P2*. It is easy to
check that this isomorphism commutes with the descent data for P[* and
for P2*. Hence this gives an isomorphism of P{ and P£ over X.

(1.4) Let X be a protective scheme over k. Let P(X,GL(r,k),π) be a
principal GL(r, fe)-bundle over X. §(P) is a functor from the category
of ft-schemes to the category of groups defined by the following formula:

§(p)(T) = {/ e HomΓ (P x k T, P x k T) \ f is an automorphism of P x fc Γ.
f(x9) = f(x)g for any g e GL(r, k).} for a scheme Γ over fc. Since X is
the quotient of P by the action of GL(r, k), f induces the following
commutative diagram:

P χ k T - t - > P χ k T

l 7 I
X X f c Γ _ U z X f c T.

PROPOSITION (1.4.1) The functor §{P) is represented by a scheme
locally of finite type over fc.

Proof. GL(r, k) is an open subscheme of the scheme of r x r
matrices M(r x r, k). GL(r, k) operates on M(r x r,k) ~ Ar

k from the
left and the right as linear automorphisms of the affine space A£. Since
a linear automorphism of Ar

k

2 can be prolonged to an automorphism of
Pfc

r2, the actions from the left and the right of GL(r, k) on Λr

k can be
extended equivariantly to the actions on P^. Hence GL(r, k) c Pk

2 is an
equivariant completion of GL(r,k) with respect to the both actions.
Since a principal GL(r, &)-bundle is locally trivial for the Zariski topology^
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we can associate P?-bundle P' = Pχ **<'.*>P' -ί-> X with P(X, GL(r, k), π).
Then P is an open subscheme of Pr and GL(r,k) operates on Pf from
the right. From the existence of the Hubert scheme (See Grothendieck
[5]), we deduce that the functor Autfc P/ is represented by a group scheme
G locally of finite type over k since P' is protective over X and since
X is protective over k by hypothesis. Now let Y = Pf — P and we
regard Y as a reduced closed subscheme of P'. Consider the subfunctor
F of Aut fcP':

F = {Automorphisms of Pf leaving the closed subscheme Y fixed}.
Then F is representable. Now we show §{P) is a subgroup functor of
F. It is sufficient to show that any element of #(P) can be extended
to an automorphism of P'. First we assume that P is trivial. In this
case, letting / be an element of 9(P), f(g) = f(Irg) = /(/?) = f(Ir)< =
f(Ir)g. Hence / is nothing but the multiplication by f(Ir) from the
left. Since P' is an equivariant completion, the multiplication by f(Ir)
can be extended to P'. In the case P is not trivial, take an open cover-
ing {ϋa} of X so that π-\Ua) = Pα is trivial. §{P) acts on Pα. By what
we have seen above, the action of Φ(P) on Pa can be extended to an
automorphism of the restriction of P' on Ua. Since the extension is
unique, the extensions over Ua and Uβ coincide if Ua Π Uβ Φ 0. Hence
the operation of #(P) on P can be extended to the operation on P'.
This is what we had to show. GL(r, k) operates on P' from the right
and leaves Y fixed. Hence GL(r,k) is a closed subgroup scheme of F
(See S.G.A.D. Expose VI* Cor. 1.4.2.). §{P) is the centralizer of the
closed subgroup scheme GL(r,k) of the group scheme F. Hence §(P)
is representable. q.e.d.

(1.4.2) We have the natural homomorphism of group schemes q: §{P)
-* Aut X as we remarked above. The kernel of this homomorphism is
the group Autx (P) which is connected and affine over k (See M.
Maruyama: On a family of algebraic vector bundles, Number Theory,
Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra, in honor of Y. Akizuki
Kinokuniya, Tokyo, 1973, 95-146). We apply (1.4.1) to an abelian vari-
ety A.

COROLLARY (1.4.3) Let A be an abelian variety. Let P =
P(A,GL(r, fc),ττ). Consider a subgroup functor &(P) of §(P) whose value
is defined for any k-scheme T by the following formula:
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= {(xτ>f)\Xτ is a T-valued point of A. fe $(P){T) such that
the diagram

P XkT
 f —* P χkT

π X i d Γ π X i d Γ

A χkT- — — > A χ k T

translation by XT

commutes} .

Then the group functor &(P) is represented by a scheme of finite

type over k.

Proof. The abelian variety A can be regarded in a natural way as

a subgroup scheme of Aut fcA. Let i:A c=—>A\it kA. From the defini-

tion &(P) is isomorphic to the fibre product §{P) XAutkAA. Since A and

Aut^P are connected, ^(P) is isomorphic to the fibre product #°(P)

XAU^AA where §\P) is the connected component containing the identity

of the group scheme

<g\P) JL+ AutΛ A

\P) is of finite over k. Hence ^(P) is of finite type over k. q.e.d.

DEFINITION (1.4.4) Using the notation of (1.4.3),

The quotient group scheme ^(P)/Aut^P is denoted by H(P). H(P) is a

closed subgroup scheme of A (See S.G.A.D. Expose VIΛ).

A principal GL{r, fc)-bundle P(A,GL(r,k),π) over an abelian variety

A is said to be homogeneous if H(P) = A.

If P is homogeneous,

/ -> Aut^ P -> 9(P) -> A -> 0 .

Remark (1.4.5) The set of all the fc-valued points of H(P) is {fc-

valued point x of A\P en T*P where Tx is the translation by x}.

LEMMA (1.4.6). Let A,B be abelian varieties. Let φ:A-+B be a
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homomorphism. We set N = Ker φ =—> A (scheme theoretic kernel, of

course). Let P'(J5, GL(r, k),πf) be a principal GL(r,k)-bundle over B.

Let P(A, GL(r, k), π) — φ*P'(B, GL(r, k), 7rO Then N is a subgroup scheme

of H(P).

Proof. Let / : T -»JV be a Γ-valued point of N. Then

ϊ\φτX <pτ \ψτ

(A χkT) χτ(A xkT)J±>Axk',

\iτ X Id

(N χkT) xΓ(A χkT)

\fτ X Id

: t M X r ( A X*Γ) ,

where μA (resp. μB) is the law of composition of the abelian scheme A

(resp. B) and Ψ is the natural isomorphism. Hence we get:

f*Pτ = Ψ* o (/ r X Id)* o « Γ x Id)* o μ*Pτ

= ψ* o (/Γ X Id)* o (iτ X Id)* o μ* o p^P'j,

=; 9"* ° (/Γ X Id)* o (iΓ x Id)* o ( P r x ψτ)*oμ*P'τ

This shows we have a section s on N of ^(P) —> H(P):

q.e.d.

Remark (1.4.7) Let X be a scheme. Consider a principal GL(r9 k)-

bundle P(X,GL(r,k),π). Let Z? be the associated vector bundle to P.

We define the functor §(E) by the following formula:

§(E)(T) = {(^,^01^ is a T-automorphism of X xk T and ψf is an iso-

morphism of Eτ to ^ . E y for a fc-scheme T. Then it is easy to see that
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A THEOREM OF MATSUSHIMA 129

§(P) — §{E) as group functors. Moreover Autx P = Autx E.
If X — A is an abelian variety, we define a subgroup functor @(E)

of §{E) by the following formula; for any fc-scheme T,

&(E)(T) = {(φ,φ')e&(E)(T)\φ is the translation by a Γ-valued point
xτ}.

Then 0(P) == &(E). Let H(E) be the quotient group scheme of
by Aut^ E. The group schemes H(P) and H(E) are isomorphic. We say
that E is homogeneous when P is so (cf. Miyanishi [8], Umemura [10]
and Remark (1.4.5)).

§2. Main theorem

(2.1) We recall the definition of stratification (Grothendieck [6]).

DEFINITION (2.1.1) Let X be a smooth scheme defined over k. Let
E be a vector bundle on X. For each positive integer n, we denote by
Δι(n) the w-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal of X xkX.
Δ\ri) denotes the n-th. infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal of
X x J x J . Then we have the usual diagram of projections:

Vziin)

X \ Δι(n) c P 3 2 W Δ\ri) .
p2(n) P2i(n)

An w-connection is an isomorphism

ψ: Px(n)*{E) - ^ > P2(n)*£7

satisfying the cocycle condition

Pfiiφ) = P&φ)P&φ) •

A stratification on E is a system of an ^-connection for each positive
integer n so that if n <n', the ^'-connection induces the given ̂ -connec-
tion.

We need two facts:
(2.1.2) In the case k is the field of complex numbers C, E has a strati-
fication if and only if E has an integrable connection.
(2.1.3) In the case the characteristic of k is positive, then E has a strati-
fication if and only if E descends through any power of Frobenius
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endomorphism Fm of X. Sketch of the proof. Consider the fibre product

Then Z ( m ) is a closed subscheme of X XkX defined by the ideal /(m)

where / is the ideal defining the diagonal Δ\l) and J(m) is the m-th
Frobenius power, the ideal generated by the pm-th power of all the ele-
ments of /.

Let E be a vector bundle descending through Fm for any m. Then

it induces an isomorphism q?E > qfE satisfying the cocycle condition.
For any integer n, if we take m sufficiently large, we have Δ\n) Q X(m)

since Δ\n) defined by In. The isomorphism qf E • q?E induces an iso-
morphism

= qfE]ΔHn) -^* q}E]JHn) =

satisfying the cocycle condition hence it defines an ^-connection. Hence
E has a stratification.

Conversely, suppose E has a stratification, for any n> we have
jn 3 j(m) provided m is sufficiently large. Hence we have Xim) Q Δ\ri).

This immersion and the isomorphism p^nYE —^> pz(n)*E give a descent
data on E. By the descent theory (1.2), E descends through Fm for
any m.

DEFINITION (2.2). Let G be a complex Lie group. Let B be a closed
normal subgroup of G such that the quotient G/B is a complex torus T.
Hence G is a principal 5-bundle over T. Let ρ:B —>GL(r,C) be a rep-
resentation of β. Let P = G x BGL(r, C) be the principal GL(r, C)-bundle
over Γ associated with this representation. Let E be the vector bundle
over T associated with the principal GL(r, C)-bundle P. We say that
the vector bundle E is associated with the Lie group G.

The following theorem was proven by Matsushima [7J.

THEOREM (Matsushima) (2.3). Let T be a complex torus (not neces-
sarily an abelian variety). Let E be a vector bundle over T.
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Then the following are equivalent.

( 1 ) E has a holomorphic connection.

( 2 ) E has an integrable connection.

( 3 ) E is associated with a Lie group.

( 4 ) E is homogeneous.

DEFINITION (2.4). Let G be a group scheme. Let β be a normal

subgroup scheme such that B is affine and G/B is an abelian scheme A.

By (1.1.1), G is a principal B-bundle over A. Let p: B -+GL(r,k) be a

representation. Since B and GL(r, k) are affine, we can associate the

principal GL(r, fc)-bundle P over A by Lemma (1.3.1). Let E be the

vector bundle associated to the principal GL(r, fc)-bundle P. We say that

the vector bundle E is associated to the group scheme G.

THEOREM (2.5). Assume that k is of characteristic p > 0. Let A

be an abelian variety defined over k. Let P be a principal GL(r, k)-

bundle over A. Let E be the vector bundle associated to P. Consider

the following conditions.

( 1 ) E has a stratification.

( 2 ) E descends through any power of the Frobenius endomorphism Fm

of A.

( 3 ) E is associated with a group scheme.

( 4 ) E is homogeneous.

Then (3) and (4) are equivalent one another. (1) and (2) are equiv-

alent and they imply (3) and (4).

// the p-rank of A is equal to the dimension of A i.e. if the p-

lίnear map H\A, O )̂ —>ίP(A, OA) induced by the Frobenius endomorphism

of A is bijective, then all the conditions are equivalent.

Proof. By (1.2), (1) and (2) are equivalent. We shall show the

equivalence of (3) and (4). Assume that E is associated to a group

scheme G. We use the notation of the Definition (2.4). Let x be a point

of G. Then the following diagram is commutative:

multiplication by
x from the left ~

Gr • G-
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This shows that G is homogeneous. Hence the associated vector bundle

to G is also homogeneous.

Now suppose that P is homogeneous. Then we have the exact se-

quence

1 -> Aut^ P -> 9{P) -> A — 0 .

We shall show that P is associated to the group scheme ^(P). Let r

be the rank of E. We define a representation a: Aut^ P -» GL(r, fc) as

follows:

Let x0 be a ft-valued point of P lying over 0 in A. Let T be a

scheme. Consider the map

Aut^ P(T) c Homfc (P χkT,P χkT) —
Q)

g —

where x0τ: k xk T——ϊ-+ P χkT. Then there exists the unique element

ά(g) of GL(r,k)(T) such that g(x0τ) = x~ff\ We put

ά(T): Aut^ P(Γ) • GL(r, k)(T) .

5r i > ά(g)

Since a is functorial we get a representation #: Aut^ P -*GL(r, k). We

define a morphism of fibre bundles

oc:9(P) > P .

g\-—>gx0

Since this is f unctorial and commutes with the representation &: Aut^ P —>

GL(r,k), we get a homomorphism of fibre bundles over A. By Lemma

(1.3.1), P is the principal GL(r, fc)-bundle associated to the group scheme

9{P).

We prove (2) «=> (4). Suppose that E descends through any power

of the Frobenius endomorphism Fm of A. We denote by Nm the kernel

of F m . Then by Lemma (1.4.6), Nm c #(#) c A. Hence the formal

groups H(E) and A are isomorphic. This implies H(E) a A. Hence E

is homogeneous.

Assume that the p-rank of A is equal to the dimension of A. We

shall show (4) c=> (2). Suppose that E is homogeneous. If E is decom-

posable, say E = E1®E2® 0 Es such that 2?< is indecomposable for
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1 < i < s, then Et is homogeneous for 1 < i < s. In fact if Eι were

not homogeneous, we would have a closed point x of A such that T^Eι

is isomorphic to none of Eif 1 < i < s since {x e A \ T*Eλ ~ Et for some ί]

would be a closed subset of dimension strictly less than the dimension

of A (cf. (1.4.5)). Then we would have Ex 0 E2 0 Θ E8 ~ E ~ T*E

~ T*Eγ © T*E2 Θ Θ T*ES. This is a contradiction to the Krull-Schmidt

theorem (Atiyah [1]). Hence we may assume E to be indecomposable.

Then by Miyanishi [8], E is isomorphic to F r(x)L where L is a line

bundle algebraically equivalent to 0 and Fr is a succesive extension of

OA by OA:

0 > Fr_λ > Fr > 0A > 0 .

Since L descends through any power of the Frobenius endomorphism

Fm of A, it is sufficient to show the

LEMMA (2.6). // the p-linear map H\A,OA) -+H\A,OA) induced by

F is bijective, then Fr descends to F(

r

m\ r > 1, through any power of

the Frobenius endomorphism Fm of A and the pm-lίnear map Hl(A,F{

r

m))

-^Hl{A9Fr) induced by Fm is bijective for any m, i > 0.

Proof. Induction on r. If r = 1, then Fλ ~ OA descends and by

hypothesis the map H\A, OA) -> H\A9 OA) is bijective. Since H (A, OA) =

ΛΉ\A,0A), we conclude that the map Hl(A,0A) ->Hi(A,OA) is bijective

for any i > 0. Suppose that the assertion is proven for r. We have

exact sequence

Since the extension is determined by an element of H\A,Fr_^), Fr_λ

descends to Fγl\ and since Fm induces a bijective morphism H\A,F{^

->Hι(A,Fr_ύ by induction hypothesis, Fr descends to an extension of OA

by F(

r%
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By (*)> (**) and induction hypothesis we have

> ff*-i(θ) > HKFΆ) • HXF™) — > JEr*(O) • Hί+1(FΆ) >

bijective bijective bijective bijective ,
y Ψ ψ ψ ψ

> fl^^O) _i_> HKFr^) _1+ H*(Fr) ^ ff*(O) JL> ffi+2(*V-i) >

Then by the five lemma, we conclude that Fm induces a bijective pm-

linear map H*(A,jPJm)) -> ί f ^ A , / ^ ) for any i. This is what we had to

show.

Remark (2.7). If the p-rank of A is not equal to the dimension of

Ay the conditions (2) and (4) in the Theorem (2.5) are not always equiv-

alent. For example, let A be an elliptic curve whose p-rank is 0. Let

F2 be the unique extension of OA by OA with H°(A,F2) ΦQ (cf. Atiyah

[2]). Then F2 is homogeneous. But F2 does not descent through the

Frobenius endomorphism F oί A.
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